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Introduction 

This document is an implementation guide for the Memorandum of Understanding 

principles for the Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast Special Protection Area and proposed 

extension (defined as ‘Memorandum’ or ‘MoU’ for further purposes in this document). 

This is a summary guide to be used by industry and other regulators/advisers for what they 

can expect from Memorandum bodies, where applications for developments fall within the 

scope of the MoU, the responsibilities of MoU principle bodies in that context. 

The document should be read in conjunction with the MoU for the Teesmouth and 

Cleveland Coast Special Protection Area and Proposed Extension document, which sets 

out the detail of each principle. 

The Memorandum is a key document which has arisen from the Tees Estuary Partnership 

(TEP), which is intended to provide clarity to businesses about operations in the Tees 

Valley and improve and simplify guidance from regulators. 

As the MoU is implemented, lessons learnt will be fed back into future versions of this 

document. This implementation guide will be reviewed on a yearly basis. 

It should be noted that the MoU does not change the responsibilities of each MoU principle 

body, and each body reserves the right to charge applicants for their services as normal.  

Signatories of the MoU 

The signatories of the Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast Memorandum of Understanding 

are: 

 Marine Management Organisation (MMO) 

 Environment Agency (EA) 

 Natural England (NE) 

PD Teesport, as a competent harbour authority, and the Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) 

(Stockton & Redcar and Cleveland) are not signatories of the MoU, but have agreed to the 

principles and will adopt the MoU implementation process (defined as ‘MoU principle 

bodies’ for further purposes in this document). The LPAs of Middlesbrough and Hartlepool 

are still to be confirmed.  

Officers of the MoU principle bodies (MMO, EA, NE, LPAs, and PD Teesport) will screen 

all applications and application enquiries that they receive direct from an applicant to 

determine whether the MoU principles should be applied. Organisations will still reply to 

the application or application enquiry within existing statutory timescales.  

The following screening checklist should be used to identify if the MoU should be applied: 

 The development is within an area focussed on the Tees Estuary where operations/ 

activities have the potential to impact on the pSPA, SPA and SSSIs; 
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 The footprint of the proposed development (and any ancillary infrastructure) is both 

terrestrial and has elements that fall below Mean High Water Springs1 within the 

MoU area; 

 The development requires multiple consents. An Environmental Statement (ES) 

under the EIA Regulations or an HRA under the Habitat Regulations is also 

required2; 

 There are no other coordination mechanisms in place, for example under the 

Planning Act 2008. The MoU does not apply to Nationally Significant Infrastructure 

Projects, applications under the Transport and Works Act 1992 or Hybrid Bills. 

Instigating the MoU Process  

Applicants can request to instigate the MoU process by sending an email to one of the 

MoU bodies with ‘Tees Memorandum of Understanding’ in the email header. The relevant 

authority will review the request and inform you of the outcome (see Figure 1: summary: 

Implementation of the MoU process). 

Table 1: contact details for relevant MoU bodies 

Memorandum of 
Understanding body 

Contact details 

Marine Management 
Organisation 

In terms of the MMO can you please submit an enquiry through the 
Marine Case Management System 
(https://marinelicensing.marinemanagement.org.uk/mmofox5/fox/live/). 

Natural England consultations@naturalengland.org.uk 

0300 060 3900 

Environment Agency  enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk  

03708 506 506 

Local Planning 
Authority 

 

 

Contact email addresses 

Contact phone numbers 

PD Teesport Contact email address  

Contact phone number 

 

Single point of entry 

Definition 

                                                
1 Please refer to Ordnance Survey data in the first instance. For marginal cases please contact the MMO. 
2 The MoU signatory bodies have committed to apply the MoU to all applications which require an EIA or 
HRA for the first year. This will be reviewed after one year. 

https://marinelicensing.marinemanagement.org.uk/mmofox5/fox/live/
mailto:consultations@naturalengland.org.uk
mailto:enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
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Where an application or proposal is screened in as a MoU project, the organisation first 

approached should identify an officer to assume the role of the single point of entry into 

the regulatory system. 

Role of the single point of entry officer 

When contacted the single point of entry officer will: 

- Gather information from the applicant and the project, including contact details, the 

location of the works, the timescale and nature and whether any other MoU body 

has been contacted 

 

- Signpost the applicant to other MoU principle bodies to contact (e.g. contact the 

MMO for a marine licence or Natural England for a consent) 

 

- The single point of entry officer will notify the other MoU principle bodies, and then 

initiate the MoU implementation process (Fig 1). 

Regulatory remits of the signatories  

As a guide, the regulatory remits of the relevant MoU bodies are outlined below (this is not 

exhaustive and if an applicant is in any doubt, they should contact the relevant body). 

Further information on the most common types of consents, licences and permissions 

issued by the above bodies is available in Annex A.  

MMO    

- Any licensable activity3 below the Mean High Water Springs mark in tidal rivers, 

estuaries and on the coast. 

- Any works that require harbour revision orders or harbour empowerment orders. 

- Any activity below the High Water Mark prohibited under wildlife legislation such as 

killing or taking certain protected species to prevent further problems, carrying out 

surveys or conservation work, disturbing or damaging the habitat of certain strictly 

protected species, possessing or keeping certain wildlife.  

EA  

- Any works in, under or over most estuaries, works within a maximum of 16 meters 

of the top of flood defences (will vary per region) or likely to affect beaches, 

promenades or sea defences. 

- Land based discharges, any ship breaking, or keeping or disposing of any 

radioactive sources out to 12 nautical miles. 

-  Any building or changes to industrial plants, any waste activities on land or 

shipments of waste or radioactive material. 

                                                
3 See: https://www.gov.uk/topic/planning-development/marine-licences 
 

https://www.gov.uk/topic/planning-development/marine-licences
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- Any abstractions, impoundment or water transfer in any neutral or artificial tidal 

river, stream or other watercourse, reservoir, dock, channel, creek, bay, estuary or 

arm of the sea. 

NE 

- Consents and assents to owners/occupiers of SSSIs. 

- Licensing of activities otherwise prohibited under wildlife legislation for the killing, 

taking or disturbance of terrestrial European and UK protected species or for 

damage or disturbance to their habitats. 

LPA 

- Planning Applications under the Town and Country Planning Act (1990) 

- Environmental Impact Assessments under the Town and Country Planning 

(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017 

- Permitted developments 

- Discharging of conditions  

- Other licensable works which occur above Mean Low Water 

PD Teesport  

- Any works or actions occurring within the Teesport Harbour Authority remit 

Initiating discussions  

After contact is received and is screened into the MoU process, the single point of entry 

officer will contact the relevant MoU principle bodies to discuss: 

 Whether a shared response should be produced following the MoU principles; 

 Whether any non-signatory bodies should be involved; 

 The lead authority for the HRA and/or EIA (does not have to be the same authority); 

 Whether there is an opportunity to dispense or differ regulatory responsibilities; 

 What common evidence is required; 

 Any opportunities for enhancement; 

 Agree on project timelines and response to applicant 

The single point of entry officer will then inform the applicant of the outcome of the 

discussions, including whether the project has been screened in or out of the MoU 

process.  

Responsibility for securing consents, licences and permissions 

Through MoU working, MoU bodies will make every effort to ensure that developers are 

aware as early as possible of the full range of consents, licences and permissions that 

may be applicable to individual developments. However, it remains the ultimate 

responsibility of the applicant to obtain all necessary consents. 

Roles and responsibilities of lead authorities for HRA/EIA 
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The lead competent authority for HRA and EIA do not necessarily need to be the same. 

Different MoU bodies may be more suited to lead on HRA or EIA when the technical 

expertise required is different. However, each competent authority will need to be satisfied 

that the Environmental Statement contains all the information required. 

The local planning authority (LPA) may be the overall decision maker for HRA and EIAs if 

a project is mainly terrestrial based, although the MMO may need to issue separate 

licences. The LPA would also rely upon the MMO, EA and NE for advice on their own 

regulatory responsibilities. Similarly, MoU bodies acting as a lead authority may rely on 

LPAs for advice on terrestrial aspects. 

More details of the EIA/HRA process can be found within the MoU document. 

Dispensing with consents  

MoU principle bodies will explore opportunities for dispensing or deferring regulatory 

responsibilities where they are legally possible and appropriate.  

Proposals will be considered on a case by case basis.  

Certainty on Evidence Requirements 

The applicant should undertake early engagement with all regulators in order to identify 

common evidence requirements across different consenting regimes, so that wherever 

possible the information submitted should be sufficient for both the marine licence and 

planning application approvals and may inform relevant consents, licences and 

permissions.  

The MoU bodies will use The Tees Estuary Partnership (TEP) to identify evidence needs 

and the SPA review process has gathered additional evidence to inform the regulatory 

process. 

A review of this evidence may identify strategic gaps that a potential developer would 

otherwise have to fill in order for an application to be assessed. This offers the opportunity 

for strategic gaps in evidence to be proactively filled, which may reduce development 

proposal timelines in the future. The creation of a baseline of evidence shared with the 

TEP would help to minimise costs and streamline the regulatory process.  

Developers and regulated businesses should engage as early as possible, so that 

regulators can have the best understanding of potential activity on sites and cumulative 

impact for the estuary overall.  

Through identifying evidence requirements and early engagement with regulators, 

efficiency of resources can be increased. 

Coordinated Advice 

Each MoU principle body will be individually responsible for ensuring that they each 

provide coordinated advice from across their respective organisation within agreed 

timescales throughout the application process. 
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NE has produced a Conservation Advice package for the Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast 

SPA and for the new features of the pSPA. This advice gives industry and regulators a 

clear overview of the site’s conservation objectives and to guide management, aiming to 

reduce the regulatory effort required during the assessment of individual proposals, to the 

benefit of the developer and the TEP. Please contact NE for a copy of this advice, if 

required. 

Conditions and the discharge of conditions 

The principles of the MoU should also be applied both when drafting the conditions of a 

consent and to the discharge of those conditions. MoU bodies will work together to ensure 

that conditions are developed and discharged consistently and coherently, in order to 

minimise overlaps and duplications.  

Common evidence requirements will be identified wherever possible during the discharge 

of conditions stage, for example where there are monitoring and reporting requirements. 
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Figure 1. Summary: Implementation of the Memorandum of 

Understanding process  

 

   

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The MoU principle bodies then meet to discuss: 

- Whether the project qualifies for the MoU process – the project is then  

screened in or out  

- Which MoU principle bodies and other partners should be involved  

- The lead authorities for the HRA / EIA (does not have to be the same)  

- Whether there is an opportunity to dispense or defer regulatory 

responsibilities  

- What common evidence requirements are required 

- Arrangements for communicating outcome of discussions and future 

working arrangements back to the applicant 

Applicant contacts a MoU body or principle signatory with a plan or project  

(pre-application, formal consultation, post-application) 

The lead authority provides the applicant with a coordinated response which 

includes collated input from the MoU principle bodies 

(e.g. advice on pre-application screening / scoping proposals, comments on a 

HRA / EIA, discharge of conditions) 

 

Normal 

process 

Single point 

of entry 

officer informs 

applicant 

 

Project requires multiple 

consents. A HRA or EIA, 

is also required. 

Project screened in 

The officer first contacted acts as the single point of entry. The officer gathers 

relevant information from the applicant, makes them aware of the MoU and 

sign-posts the applicant to other relevant authorities to contact.  

Officer then contacts the other MoU principle bodies. 

Applicant requires 

comments from only 

one MoU body 

and/or does not 

require a HRA / EIA.  

Project screened 

out 
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Example Scenarios  

To further illustrate how the MoU might be applied in practice a number of example 

scenarios are set out below. 

Example 1  

Applicant A approaches the MMO with a proposal for a marina at the mouth of the estuary 

adjacent to the Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast Special Protection Area. The marina 

consists of a number of berths below Mean High Water Springs, and a small clubhouse on 

some brownfield land connected to the jetties by a walkway over the flood defence. The 

MMO screens this in as a MoU project, and, assuming the role of the single point of 

contact, ensures the applicant is aware that they will need to speak to EA and NE, as well 

as the LPA. 

The MMO initiates a telecom/meeting of the four organisations to discuss the project and 

discuss whether it may require an EIA and an HRA. If it does, they decide that as the 

Town & Country Planning EIA regulations do not enable the LPA to formally defer to the 

MMO, the MMO should be appointed administrative lead for coordinating EIA, and that the 

MMO should also coordinate any potential HRA requirements. The group identify that the 

applicant may need to speak to the Crown Estate and the Harbour Authority for the 

estuary. The EA decides to retain their ability to issue a Flood Defence Consent due to the 

potential impact on the flood defence. The group decide that the MMO will contact the 

applicant to explain their discussion and encourage them to begin discussions with the 

LPA, MMO, NE and EA in order to continue the pre-application process. This will confirm 

the need for EIA and/or HRA and identify any common evidence requirements (e.g. for the 

EIA for MMO & the LPA, the Flood Defence Consent for the EA and the Wildlife Licence 

for NE/MMO). The applicant completes their environmental assessments and proceeds 

with their applications in parallel. 

Example 2 

Applicant B approaches the LPA with a proposal to build a house on the coast within the 

Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA. In order to build on the site they also need to carry 

out repairs to the flood embankment, which is within the site. The Local Authority identifies 

the project as falling within the scope of the MoU (screening it in), as the repairs to the 

flood embankment will involve works below mean high water, falling within the remit of the 

MMO and the EA. The LPA assumes the role of the single point of entry and advises the 

applicant that they will need to speak to the MMO and EA, and then speaks to alert them 

to the project. The LPA sets up a meeting/teleconference with all relevant parties to 

discuss working arrangements.  

As the activities related to the flood embankment are small scale and have low 

environmental risk, it is identified during discussions that the proposal is likely to fall 

outside the scope of an EIA and HRA; however, it is thought that the Crown Estate would 

need to be involved in the project as permission will be needed to build on the sea bed. 

The works to the flood embankment could affect the stability of the wall and therefore the 
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EA decides to retain its ability to issue a flood defence consent. This discussion is fed back 

to the applicant by the LPA. The applicant discusses the site investigations for the 

embankment repairs with the LPA, EA and MMO, so that the evidence requirements for 

the planning application, the flood defence consent and the marine licence are all met and 

the applicant continues with the application process. 

Example 3 

Applicant C approaches the EA with a proposal to change the use of an industrial plant at 

the top of the estuary, modifying an old outfall to discharge waste effluent from the site 

from a discharge point in the middle of the river. The EA screens this in as a MoU project 

as the works to fit new diffusers to the old outfall will be below mean high water. The EA 

recommends that the applicant contact the MMO and the Local Authority, as the applicant 

will also need to obtain permission from them. 

The EA initiates a meeting/teleconference between the EA, MMO and Local Authority 

discuss the project and decide that the Harbour Authority would also need to be involved 

due to the possible navigational impact. Although the works to the outfall are within a Main 

River and would require a flood defence consent, the EA advises that the works are 

unlikely to impact on flood risk and therefore dispense with the requirement for consent 

where a marine licence is in place. 

An EIA and HRA would not be required, however the EA, LPA and MMO require evidence 

gathering around potential thermal impact on the river in support of the application. This is 

fed back to the applicant by the EA and the applicant arranges a meeting between all 

parties to discuss the required modelling for all the consents, licences and permit 

variations required. The applicant proceeds with the process, parallel tracking the planning 

permission, environmental permit and the marine licence together where possible. 
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Annex A: Examples of the most common consents, licences 

and permissions issued by Memorandum of Understanding 

bodies 

 

Marine Management Organisation 
regulation 

Indicative determination time 

Marine licence  

Aim to make decision on most licences within 
13 weeks of application, but each application is 
different and the detail of the activity will affect 
this. 

Electricity Act Section 36 consents 

Offshore Renewable Energy Installation 
Safety zone consents 

 

Marine Wildlife Licence (UK or European 
marine protected species) 

 

Around 6 weeks. 

Harbour Empowerment Orders 

 

 

Vary depending on the detail of the application, 
but 4 to 5 months is typical. 

Harbour Revision Orders  
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Environment Agency regulation Indicative determination time 

Flood Defence Consent Two months – deemed granted if past this 
deadline 

 

Environmental Permit Standard or bespoke permit application usually 
up to 13 weeks, exemption usually 5 days. 

 

Abstraction / Transfer / Impoundment Licence Usually 28 days for temporary licence, all other 
licence applications within 4 months. 

 

Radioactive Substances Regulation Permit Up to 4 months 

 

International Waste Shipments & Radioactive 
Shipments 

Usually 30 days (3 months for radioactive 
shipments) 

 

Waste Regulation – Carriers/Broker/Dealer 
WEEE/Packaging/Hazardous/PCBs/Waste 
Battery Facility etc. 

Registration / Approval 

Fish introduction or removal consent; 
consent or authorisation for use of nets, traps 
etc. 

Usually takes up to 10 working days, but may 
take up to 20 if in a protected area or requires 
fish health check. 

 

Agreement to use herbicides in or near water Usually 2 weeks. If consultation with NE 
required, they have 28 days to respond. 

 

Carbon Reduction Commitment & Climate 
Change Agreements, EU Emissions Trading 
Scheme Permits 

 

Registration 

Harbour & mooring charges 

 

As received 

 

Natural England regulation Indicative determination time 

Wildlife and Countryside Act (Sec 28E) – SSSI 
consents (to owners/occupiers for their own 
operations) 

Note S28E does not apply in cases where the 
operation authorised by planning permission or 
another consenting regime and the requirements 
of S28I (below) have been met. 

 

Within 28 days in most cases, but statute 
allows up to four months if required 
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Wildlife and Countryside Act (Sec 28H) – SSSI 
assents 

(to public bodies for their own operations) 

 

Within 28 days by statute. 

Wildlife and Countryside Act (Sec 28I) – SSSI 
advice 

(to public bodies in relation to their permitting 
activities to third parties) 

 

Within 28 days by statute. 

 

Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2017 (Reg 20) – European site 
consents (to owners / occupiers for their own 
operations) 

Essentially replicates W&CA Sec 28E (above) for 
European sites i.e. SPAs and SACs. 

 

Within 28 days in most cases but statute 
allows for up to four months if required. 

 

Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2017 (Reg 53) – licences 
permitting the disturbance, killing or taking of 
European protected species or damage / 
disturbance to their habitats. 

For development-related purposes, Natural 
England carries out this licencing role on behalf 
of the Secretary of State. 

 

Performance standard: 30 working days. 

 

 

Local Authority regulation Indicative determination time 

Planning Permission 13 weeks in relation to Major planning 
applications.  

8 weeks for planning applications that are not 
Major applications. 

These apply unless an application is subject to 
an Environmental Impact Assessment, in 
which case, there is a 16 week determination 
period 

 

PD Teesport Harbour Authority regulation Indicative determination time 

TO BE INPUT  

 

  


